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Milanese-style business 

True style doesn’t need to shout. The Tourist 

has a quiet confidence that never fails to turn 

heads. Set in the cosmopolitan new business 

district, it’s within easy reach of the city center 

by subway and a short walk from the Arcimboldi 

Theatre.  

Its location and services make the hotel popular 

with business guests, from our seven flexible 

conference rooms and experienced team to the 

beautifully refurbished rooms and suites. After a 

day of work comes a night of indulgence, 

courtesy of the extraordinary La Cuccagnina 

restaurant. 



Viale Fulvio Testi, 300 - 20126 Milano - ITALY 

T +39 02 6437777  F +39 02 6472516 

tourist.mi@starhotels.it 

starhotels.com 

Distances 
Railway station: Km 6 

Highway: Km 3 

Underground: 

M1 (RHO Fiera / LOTTO Fiera) - M5 (LOTTO Fiera 

/ Bignami) 

Airport:  

Linate Km 10 - Malpensa Km 50 

Fairgrounds:  

Milano (City) Km 7 - Milano (Rho) Km 20 

Location 
Located in the business area in the North-East 

of Milan, in front of the stop of the new metro 

line 5, well connected to the city centre and 

just 3 km from the highways 



Restaurant & Bar 
 

La Cuccagnina Restaurant by Eataly  treat all 

the senses, fusing fine cuisine and exquisite 

drinks with bold, modern surroundings with 

Maurizio Galimberti’s eccentric pictures. 

The food is stunning and is matched by an 

equally good wine list. During spring and 

summer you can have lunch or dinner outside 

in the restaurant's dehors. 

If you prefer an aperitif or a coffee, enjoy our 

Agorà bar, an ideal place to relax. 



134 Rooms  
 

38 Classic 

68 Superior 

24 Deluxe 

  4 Junior Suite 

 

Tailored with relaxation in mind, our 134 

rooms and suites, recently renovated with 

contemporary furniture, elegant fabriques, 

and Milan pictures, offer a modern style 

without compromising on comfort. 



Meetings & Events 
 

Meeting rooms: 7  

Capacity  (theatre style): 120 max 

 

Conveniently placed in the center of the business 

district with excellent transport links, the Tourist is 

perfect for conferences, conventions or business 

meetings in Milan. 

7 contemporary meeting rooms for up to 130 

people and an experienced Events Manager will 

help deliver your event with flair. 
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